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lmpeachnient hearing set for senator
by.Mike Griffin
futu'• ltaff

For the second time this semester,
student Sen. Rob Rotter has come
under fire for alleged misuse of Student Government funds. The latest
charges have resulted in an impeach·
ment hearing set for ·April 9.
Student Body President George
Chandler leveled the charges of
misuse of SG funds at Rotter during
Tuesday's senate meeting. Accor·
ding to Chandler, the charges stem
from a March 3 lobbying trip Rotter
took to Tallahassee.
Chandler charged the trip was
unauthorized and resulted in a $639
travel bill for .SG. Jon Pomber, vice
chairman of the·South Orlando Campus Student.Government went with
Rotter, but according to Chandler,
there is !10 evidence that he had any
knowledge of the alleged misuse of
funds.
Rotter contends the trip was

within his duties as chairman of the
South Orlando Campus Student'
Government. ''We went to
T~ahassee tO·fight for South Orlando Campus rights and lobby for certain provisions of Bill 967, '' Rotter
said.
According to Rotter, Bill 967 concerned state university funding.
The controversy surrounding the
trip resulted from Rotter's failure to
·get proper authorization via a
Travel Authorization Request.
Chandler said any TAR must be
signed by him if any SG funds are to
be used for a trip. According to
Chandler, Rotter received no
authorization from any university or
SG official.
Rotter said he met with Dr.
Levester Tubbs, Vice President of
Student Affairs, on March 3 to
discuss the trip to Tallahassee. Ac-·
cording to Rotter, Tubbs asked him
if the µip was neces.sary. ''I eXp~---

eel to him that it was because there
was no language in the bill (967) that
specifically dealt with branch campuses," Rotter said.
Tubbs said he told Rotter to check
with Chandler and university lobbyist Alan Fickett before he left for
the state capital.

"I told Rob (Rotter) to get proper clearance bef~ going.~'

Dr. Richard Harden
SOC Director

Rotter said he explained to Tubbs
that "talking to George would .be a
waste of time'' because Chandler opposed his views on the issue. "You
don't tell your· opponent what you
are going to do before you do it,''
Rotter said.
u1 had to go to Tubbs," Rotter
said. ''Reasoning with the madman
in Student Government is useless."
}W~ter also said that he inter·

prated Tubbs' instructions as to
"t ·~ to Fickett before I lobbied, not
bl 1e I left."
Rotter said he- could not get in
touch with Fickett before he left, so
he called him from TaJJahassee on
March8.
Rotter said he would have gotten
proper authorization of his TAR
before he left but could not find
anyone-.with the proper authority to
sign the request.
"I tried to get Tubbs' signature on
March 6 but he was out of town. I .
tried to find anyone who could sign
but no one was available," he said.
Rotter said Carrie Johnston,
Tubbs' staff assistant, told him that .
Tubbs could sign the TAR on Monday and post-date the document.
"She assured me that 'first . thing
Monday (March 8) morning he'll
sign it,"' he said.
However, Tubbs said that
·Johnston never assured Rotter of
Ro~ter, page 4

Fall tests
will help
placement
by Keith V. Kyker
Futwe ltaff

Starting next fall, ·freshmen and
transfer students entering state
universities will be required to take
placement examinations in com·
munications and mathematics.
These requirements. were passed
by the state legislature last spring.
According to Dr. Beth Barnes of
the Of~ice of Undergraduate
· Studies, test subjects will include
reading,
composition
and .
mathematics. Students will be required to take these exams before
enrolling in classes.
, The , 2Vt-hour test will aid
academic advisers in placing
students in proper level classes dur·
ing registration.
·
"At the moment, it's just g9ing to
be used for advisement,'' Barnes
said. Ev:entually, these scores may
be used to determine mandatory
classes for incoming students, she
said.
In addition to these entrance exams, the College Level Academic
Skills Test will be administered to
state university sophomores. Upon
completing 60 semester hours,
students will be required to take this
' test before enrolling in upper division courses. The skills covered in
CLAST will also include reading,
writing and mathematics. The tests
will be administered this year on
Oct. 26 and also on March 15, 1983.
A list of the skills covered in CLAST
i~ now available to students in the
Administration Building, Room
210.
I

Barnes said: · "The purpose of all
Testing, page 10
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ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS
The UCF College Republicans will be sponsoring a car wash t.omorrow at
the Phillips 66 gas station on the comer of 436 and 17-92. Valet parking is
free with a $1.60 donation.

•••

•

•

GeQrge and Jerrie Luckt.enburg will conduct a lecture and recital program
tomorrow from 10 a.m. t.o 12 p.m. "Keyboardism Now and Then" will be
discussed in the Music Rehearsal Hall, while traditional and modem violin
techniques will be discussed in HFA 126.
The duo's free recital will begin at-S p.m. in the rehearsal hall .

•••

The Student Center will be holding its third Road Rally t.omorrow beginning at 9:30 a.m. iii the parking lot behind the Student Center. The race will
: end when participants reach one of Florida's beaches. The final location is
being kept a secret. This rally will have ~ party at its final checkpoint with
food and drinks provided. Trophies and ribbons will be awarded for the first
three finalists.
A Road Rally is not a speed race, but rather a competition where each car
has a driver and a navigator. They are given a set of instructions, and as the ·
navigator reads them, the driver follows. Int.erspersed in the directions are
questions which can be answered by ob~ signs and .t.errain along t~e
rout.e. The car to finish the rally with the most questions answered 1s
declared the winner. In case of two cars having the same amount of questions answered, the winner is the car with the least elapsed time en route.
Information and registration is available at the SC Main Desk (M·F 9
a.m.·8:30 p.m.). An entry fee of Sl per car must be paid at the time of
registration.

• ••

The following are requirements for the Bee Line Chapter of the American
-Business Women's Association Scholarship: 1) must be female with a college matriculation date of Fall 1982, 2) must have financial need, and 3)
must be in good scholastic standing.
The deadline date for application is April 10. Applications are available·in
the Student Financial Aid Office.

•••

The UCF Marketing Club will present the 61 Miller .Marketlng Strateu"
on March 29 at 7:30 p.m. in the SC multi-purpose room. The presentation
· . covers the marketing ~d advertising strat.egies used by the Miller ·b rewing
company.

•••

The _United Campus Ministry will sponsor several events th!-& spring..
On March 29 at noon in the Knight Room will ~ a luncheon· with
Chaplain John Vannorsdall of Yale University. Then at ~ p.m., the
Gloryland Band will perform on the courtyard near the cafeteria entrance.
The Ohev Shalom Choir will perform on March 30 at 8 p.m. in the SCA.
They will perform the cantata, ''Song of Songs.''
''Deceived,''. a film on religious cults will be shown on March 31 at noon in
SSB 143, at 1:30 p.m. in the Student Organizations Lounge and also at 4
p.m. in the lounge. All concerts and films are free .

•••

P-----~---------------------~---•I

·1
I

DOUBU YOUR PLEASUim

I·

'JOIN THf.: CWB
With the Drinkers Club Card you pay 1h price for every
drink. This unbelievable discount card is good Monday
through Thursday, day or night at all 10 bars listed
below. The Drinkers Club Card for students is only
$10.00 a year, and you use it over and over and again.

Baileys

Brazil's

Orange Quarter

Dubsdread
Mr.Bumble

Sullivan's Trailway

Santini's

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Molly Magee's
The Entertainer
Windjammer

regular price $21.00

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE $10.00
Pick up application at centralized services

I
I

,

---------------~----------------·

The City of Orlando Bureau of Recreation is now accepting applications
for J982 summer employment. Duties involve planning and running
organized activities for children 6 • 17 years old. Dates of employment are
from June 17 through August 13. Starting salaries range from $3.35 to ·
$3.66 per hour.
Two positions are available ·with the Handicap Summer Program. Ex· ·
perience or training in working with the handicapped is required.
Apply at 649 West Livingston St. or call 849-2288.
•

•••

••

The 1982 Easter Seal Telethon will be held at Florida Festival starting
t.omorrow at 11:30p.m. and contiriuing through 7:00 p.m. on March 28. This
year's t.elethon number is 361-1982.

•••

The UCF Marketing Association will sponsor a "Career Planning
Forum" t.omorrow from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Marriott Inn on Sand Lake
Road. Registration forms can be obtained in Howard Phillips Hall Room
410. Tickets are $8 at the door. Representatives from IBM, Westinghouse
and Harris ·corporations will be present in addition t.o a number of other
companies.

•••

The Israeli Cultural Festival will be held on the green in front of the
Engineering Building, March 30, from 10 a.m. until 7 p.m. Included among
the activities will be a movie, dancers and speaker John Rotham on the sub·
ject of "Israel at the Crossroads."

•••

The second annual No Regard party will be April 2 at Lake Claire beginning at 6 p.m. The party, sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, will
be a 100-keg benefit for the Muscular Dystrophy Association. Advance
·
ticke.t s are $4, $5 at the gat.e.

• ••

UCF's Advertising/Public Relations and Graphic Arts Clubs are cosponsoring the Advertising Creativity Seminar on April 3 in Engineering
Building Room 360. This is a one-day intensive seminar program designed
to educate, enlighten and entertain students in communication, graphic
arts, advertising, public relations and marketing.
Registration is $6 at the communication department. Registration will be
limited to the first 90 students due to space limitations. The first session
begins at 9 a.m.

•••

Registration for the Bert Bums walkathon on April 10 is from 7 a.m. to 8
a.m. on the day of the walk at the Steak and Ale in Maitland..Those interested in participating may pick up pledge sheets and information from
· Berfs Pia~, one-tenth of a mile north of University Boulevard on Alafaya
Trail.

,
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'Children'
of b ·r onze
and stone
by Maty Wilson
EdltOf In Ctilef

l

Albin Polasek, though he did not
marry until the age of 72, left many

children after his death. .
His heirs are cold stone and
bronze figures that breathe with the
life he sculpted into them. .
"He married his career," says
Brenda Carmer, guide to the
Polasek estate. "Aiid he called these
works his children.''

f

r

Carmer will guide you at no
charge through the gardens, three
studios and the chapel. The rest of
the home is closed, used as the
residence of Polasek's widow, Emily.
Original sculpture and replicas
scatter the three-acre estat.e at 633

Aloma Ave. in Winter Park. The ar·
tist retired here in 1950 from his
position ~ head of the Depart~ent

. I

r·

4
h

I\ ;#/.d

of Sculpture at th~ Chicago Art Institut.e. His work brought him.an international reputation before his
death at the age of 86 in 1965.
Before you enter his home,
Polasek's children greet you in the

T~~~i~Yc.?f~i~s

.. .·:i

Do you know what the barriers to study are? What ~
would it be like to study a subject and really know it
afterwards? Would you like to spend less time studying? ·
You ·can learn this vital information about study on oilr ~
very short and inexpensive study course.
.
Call the Dianetics Information Center at
·
h:
423-8413
~
~
~·
~M
~·
~·
~·
~·
~~
~·
~~

GRADUATION DAY
ALMOST HERE?

I·

Are ·you about to embark on your
.career as a. Resp·iratory.Therapist
or a Medical Technolqgist?
If the answer to

both questions is YES, you need to call _us.
are the South.east's largest teaching' hospital and can offer you
the kind of experience that some of your peers will only be able
to read about. Our medical' center_is recognized internationally
for its professional excellence and expertise. T~at is why we
are looking for respiratory therapists and medical technologists
who are motivated enough to join the best to be the best.
Jn addition to wor~ing in a great place y9u 'll he_living in one
of the most vibrant and dynamic communities in the country.
Surveys bave shown Miami to be one of the most desirable
cities to live in. 1/you.'ve ever sunned on our. ~eaches, sailed
our bay, or sampled our international cuisine you.'ll know why
we are a place you can really le~rn to call home.
For further information p_lease call (305) 325-6581

I

Medical Technologist
ask for: Jay Flynn
Respiratory Therapist
ask for: Gloria 'W_ashington

JAC~SON

MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTE.R

Employment Office
Park Plaza L-301
··l

1611 N.W. 12th Ave.

/ll,

,,

//,,

· /_/f~(l 'Cd'.-~~ ·~4"
garden.
.
Small, urchin sculptures peer
mischievously from rose bushes. A
three-foot high, pudgy bogeyman
from Polasek's Moravian boyhood
grins menacingly from the shadows.

·: r?' ',

vw::

~· L • , ~I ,
~~~z

.·

~e-los ¥v .::iJ;,?J~ 6Jft'~/5i~
The gardens are full of niches in
the foliage and front patio t;hat harbor such small creatures. Svantovit,
the Slavic god of four faces, oversees
the four corners of the garden. A
Artist, page 16

HAIR HORIZONS .
"The ""'"""' Wily IO be11u1ifal b11ir MUI .Mils"
RJll SERVICE SAWN
M~ Style Cut
(complete} $8.50. .
Complimentary Wine

Casselton Comers
1039 N. Semoran Blvd.

Winter Park, Fl.

678-1013

Mon.-Fri. 9:00-7:00Sat. 9:00-6:00 _
Walk-ms Welcome
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1

his approval. ''She's been ·working
here too long; she doesn't commit
herself like that," he said.
Tubbs also pointed out that in a
meeting with Chandler and Rotter
after the trip, Rottel'. admitted that.
Johnston had never promised
Tubbs' approval.
When Tubbs reported to work
March 8, he iminediately forwarded
Rotter's TAR to Chandler. "In light
· of the fact that no one but Rob Rot·
t.er had approved it, there was no
way I was going to sign it,'' Tubbs
said.
Tubbs said if Rotter had obtained
approval from Dr. Ri~ Henien,
director of the South Orlando Cam·
pus, he would have signed the TAR.
· "If the person in charge at the area
campuses have signed approval of
the directors, there is no need to go
through the· office of the student
body president,'' he said.
Harden said it was not within his
power to approve the trip because
his name was no lo~ _'?n thE!_ S_G

authorized signature list. Only
authorized signatures can approve
SG expenditures.
"I told Rob to get proper
clearance before going," Harden
said. ·
·
Chandler suspended the SOuth
Orlando Campus SG charter and
suspended Rotter from his positions
as chairman and student senator.
Chandler also recommended to the

Azeem Hairstyling
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women ... Includes Hair ~nalysis

OPEN
9-5 Tu'e s.-Sat.
Thurs.eve.
by appt. only

WEARE HERE

~

•
~

1

~
.:\ fl?

CURRY FORD ROAD

.,.
.J.

>

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
· Orlando .

@REDl<EN

273-1313
Tiii Mut Co11pllll

'-"°'"'

~

R1~lltot

Shopt It Centt1I

senate that. impeachment pro· will be liable for his portion .of the
ceedings be brought against Rotter. travel expenses if the senate does
It is the second time this semester not exonerate him of the charges,

that Chandler has taken similar ac·
tion against Rotter and the South
Orlando Campus. Chandler revoked
~e campus' charter on Feb. 9 in
response to Rotter's $459 purchase
of a camera without "following proper budget procedures.''
Chandler said he reinstated the
· charter after Rotter agreed "to
follow the proper procedures in
future expenditures.'' ·
Rotter denied agreeing to
anything. ·
Chandler said that his actions this
week were the result of Rotter's
.''complete and flagrant disregard of
SG procedures.''
Chandler;s impeachment recom·
mendation passed through the
senate overwhelmingly Tuesday and
Vice President Tico Per~ set a hear·
ing date for April 8. At that time,
the senate will review evidence
Chandler has placed against Rotter
and decide if impeachment is in
order.
According to Chandler, Rotter

Rotter's portion of the trip equals
about $360.
Chandler said he offered Rottet
the option of resigning ~s position
in return for th~ release of any finan·
cial responsibility for the trip. Rot..
ter refused the offer.
"If it were made in writing I
would consider · accepting it, but
George's word is worthless.
''I have no way of knowing if he
would keep his promise," he said.

It's a matter ·of life
and breath! ~

Your local . . .

LUNG
Association

Flori~•

"LOW PRIC.ES"
"FREE" TRANSPORTATION ·
INUCFAREA

":t,.,~-1-111-Cl-8~--1
,......
..
ns-tm

11611 E. C.W.I Dr.

'

..•

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
.
6IO eRflll St.

(0,,..111 ,.,,,,.....)

MSIER CMD • VISA

2tt-91f1 ~

Part-time, flexible schedule;
Sales/Marketing position for
enterprising student. Includes
·opportunity to attend a 3-1/2
day seminar in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Interviews may be
arranged by qontacti.ng ...

ENGINEERING
PROGRAMMING
All Disciplines ·
(Aerospace/Commercial Electronics)

FLORIDA ·SOUTHEAST
Immediate Needs
Hundreds of Florida
Engineering Positions Available
Send resume in confidence to:

BANDY ROBERTSON
298-2424

· DON'T MISS!

·L.A. HOFFMANN . .
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
. Engineering Recruiters
708 E11t Colonial DrJve
Orlando, Florida 32803
1·305·841·2780
Serving Cllentl Nationwide

;.;;-

MARKETING STRATEGY

A special multimedia presentation
sponsored by U.C.F. marketing club
Monday, March 29th 7:30 p.m.
S.C. multi purpose room
(see posters for details)

1982 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee. Wisconsin
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Many feel everyday pressure;
few seek aid at-UCF to cope
by Tom Brown
Future atatt

Are you tired of 98-pound instructors kicking
facts in your face? Do your job applications and
resumes come back unopened? Are you working
three part·timA jobs so you can afford to stay in
school? Are you worried about President
Reagan's student financial aid cutbacks?
If you answered yes to any of these questions,
you may be suffering from STRESS.
Stress, as defined by Webster, is ••a physical or
emotional factor (as trauma or fear) to which an
individual fails to make a satisfactory adaptation." Synonyms: strain, pressure, tension.
According to published studies, 50 percent of
college students are,. at some time or another,
under stress, and 15 percent of all college
students in the country · need professional
counseling for their problems.
Unfortunately, many students are unable to
recognize stress situations in their lives, much
less do anything about them.
The UCF Counseling and Testing Center
reports that only 270 student~ out of a total
enrollment of over 13,000 in 1981 availed
themselves of this free service.
The Counseling and Testing Center at UCF provides services includiDg, but not limited to, stress
counseling and instruction in bio-feedback. Staff·
eel by three clinical psychologists, the center is
open Monday through Friday for coy.nseling.
Ruby Dickerson of the center said, "Most of the
students we serve are close to graduation and
worriecl about careers, mainly because they didn't
come to us earlier for ~ounseling and testing.''
The center serves in conjunction with UCF's Student Career-Planning and Placement Office.

Many students have other problems and may
require additional help. The Maitland
Psychological Clinic in Maitland Plaza, headed
by Dr. Phillip Bate, reports a large number of
cases concerning students around exam time. The
clinic employs a relaxation technique and selfhypnosis as well as nutrition information to get
their patients on a self-help program. Counseling
sessions cost $40 per hour.
Mary Lou Gantner of the Institute for Scientific Relaxation 1201 Hillcrest St., teaches anxiety and· tension control in her stress nianagement
program. ''We try to develop an awareness of tension and identify it so as to .release it through a re-'
programming of voluntary muscle groups," she
said. "We also emphasize proper breathing
techniques, diet and exercise programs.'' Clients
pay a sliding fee as to what they cari afford.
One organization that uses physical therapy to
counteract anxiety is the Stress Reduction
Center, 4501 Goddard Ave. Their treatments in..
, elude acupuncture, spas, massage and a sensory
deprivation tank in which patjents float in total
silence for an hour in a saline solution. Cost of sessions range from $20 to $75 per hour.
For those who would prefer to sort things ou~
for themselves, there are many books on the
· market. One of the more popular is Thomas A.
Harris' book I'm OK - . You 're OK. His basic
premise, based on the concept of transactional
analysis, is that people are responsible for what
happens in the future no matter what has happen·
· ed in the past. In addition, his ideas help people to
change, to establish self-control ' and selfdirection, and to discover the reality of a freedom
of choice.
How to Handle Pressure, written by Clyde and
Ruth Narramore, discusses such issues as time

by Elizabeth lwaszuk
Futwe lfalf

F,a cing
..tests
head on
eases
tension

The test is Friday.
You've been telling yo\lrself all week you'll find
the time tomorrow to study for it. Here it is, Thurs·
day night after Hill Street Blu~s and you still
haven't even finished the text, let alone gone over
your notes.
The dulling sensation in your head has turned intO
a sharp throbbing in your temples. This is about the
same time you decide the pain and misery isn't
worth it for only 20 percent of your grade.
So you decide to go to sleep and wake up refreshed
in the morning to study for it. But you won't. You 're ·
·in the vice grip of stress and you are .losing.
Obviously, the example illustrates how an in·
dividual can react negatively to a stressful situation
by not facing the stressor (test) head on. The decision to procrastinate eventually is the cause of more
stress and tension.
But, all stress isn't bad. A certain amount is required to handle the everyday demands of life.
Stress which exceeds normal limits is · a health
hazard.
Some of the health disorders associated with prolonged stress are: heart disease, high blood pressure,
ulcers, stomach cancer, skin blemishes, rheumatoid
arthritis, diabetes, asthma, migraine headaches,
chronic fatigue, inability to function, depression and
accident proneness. It has been documented that
from 85 to 90 percent of all diseases are caused by
uncontroUed stress.
.
Stress is an individual's physical, mental and
emotional reaction to any condition which disturbs
his normal equilibrium. Stress becomes severe when
_it exceeds the i~dividual 's "ada.p tive
resources"-that is,-when the stress causes physical
(hormonal) changes in the bodies that literally burn ·
out the vitality of our lives.
Tom Edwards, an instructor of medical selfassessment, said a way of thinking about - this
chemical change is through an analogy to a cold. H~
explained that when-we experience that ''washed
out" type of feeling from a cold our bodies are ex·
pending energy to fight off the infection. Stress also

/

and money management, physical fitness,' setting
realistic goals, sharing burdens with a confidant,
and living ·an organized life.
Piet Hein, a poet, once wrote: 11 He that lets the
small things bind him leaves -the great undone
behind lµm. ''
Regardless of the many services, techniques
and devices available" they can not be of benefit
·unless we first recognize the problems that exist
in our lives, and decide to do something about
them.

bums needed energy or breaks down our immunity.
Edwards identified some of the chronic stressors
·which are dangerous to health. The first one was a
poor, close relationslµp which goes unresolved; second was entrapment in a job which offers little per·
sonal satisfaction; and the last one was constant
worry or anxiety over different situations.
Dan E. Walton, a student counselor on campus,
has found that some of the situations that seem to
cause milder stress for students are pressure from
parents, test anxiety and speech anxiety.
If a student seeks campus counseling to resolve
test anxiety, Walton said that the first session
would be spent in understanding the problem and
retraining the person to change his attitudes about
taking a test.
Walton said that the latter can be achieved
through isolating those fselings that trigger certain
negative memories associated with tests.
Relaxation is the key to facing tests. Any method
to relax is useful-even if it's just taking slow deep
breaths.
·
According to the teaching in the medical self·
assessment class, dealing with superficial stress in·
eludes: slowing down tbe pace of your life; being
more aware of changes in your life and more expec·
tant of a positive future; being more cautious during
periods of life cluuige and more methodical in your
activities and keeping your familiar areas of
satisfaction in focus.
TM, EST, zen, yoga, hypnosis and bio-feedback
are some of the contemporary cpping techniques used to deal with stress and anxiety. The effectiveness
of these techniques ·will depend on the needs of the
individual.
.
Edwards said it is important to remember dealing
with stress is a step by step process.
He suggests:
• don't make irrational decisions by setting
unrealistic expectation~ for yourseH.
• learn to cope with stress by allowing
yourself the time to think about the root
of the problem and to solve it.
• when the solution is clear, make sure you
exercise discipline and decisiveness in following it through.

Fut11re-••
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ROt.LING·STONE:
. . "PERSONAL BEST is the most penetrating,
· h~artfelt a11d thrilling mo.v ie -yet tnade about
the American woman's rite· of passage.
Rqbert Towne may ·b e the first Popular artist
in any art form and of any sex to pictu e ~he
wild beauty ol young women with the lriythic
gusto usually reserl(ed for young men: The
· result - PERSONAL BEST~ is· one sweet/
·. : . ·. e~p/osion. - Michael .Sragow, ROL~l~G STONE .

THE NEW YORKER:
· "PERSONAL.BEST·is a celebration ••• a great,
lush ·romantic tune. A very smart and super. ._ subtle movie ·- sensual and.sexual and ·
informative, too. PERSONAL BEST should be
· one of the best dating movi~s ol all time,
because it-pares away all tra~es of sell·
.

.

.

COdSCIOUSneSS. . -

Pauline Kael, THE NEW YO.RKER

.

-

. "PERSONAL BEST StarringMARIEL HEMINGWAY· SCOTT GLENN· PATRICE DONNELLY
.
.
KENNY MOORE Music by JACK NITZSCHE and JILL FRASER
. Executive Producer DAVID GEFFEN
Written, Produced arid Directed by ROBERT TOWNE
11

~OP,..
.,,,

...

~.. . . . . .

.

AfA

. _,

.

Rc112etfl.at

-

..

..

G AGEFFEN COMPANYBROS.
RELEASE
~
OISTRIBUTEiO BY VtARNER
A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY ...

•the•tren...... ~
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'The Price' is right
_ The Theat~ Department has done an extraordinary job with "The Price/'
· UCF's contribution t.o the area-wide Arthur Miller Festival.
This is far and away the best campus production in recent-years~ Miller's
drama about two brothers ls loaded emotionally with insight and hindsight.
Direct.or Harry Smith wrote in the playbill: ''We see two brothers, reunited
after a 16-year estrangement, come t.o terms with their past failiDgsfailures of both self-fulfillment and self-recognition.... The meaning of the
play? We make our choices and ultimately will be bound by them."
The production is on an uncurtained stage, without_intermission or set
changes. This unbroken flow creates in. the viewer a voyeuristic involve-

ment. Like the characters, we have stepped into this shabby, uninhabited
·
room t.o share in bitter memories.
While the set is impressive with its tacky, faded glamour, it does not have
the opulence that the script suggests once surrounded this family.
Above are 1. t.o r. Sal Riggio as Gregory Solomon, the antique dealer who
has come t.o set a price on the sum total of the dead father's life· John
Maynard as Victor Franz, the brother who sacrificed his life and happiness
t.o tend to the father; Jim DeLa as Walter Franz, the brother who walked
out t.o find success and emotional freedom; and Mari Smith as Esther Franz
Viet.or's embittered.wife.
·
'
"The Price" closes this weekend at the science Auditorium. For times
and admission information, call the Theatre Department at 275-2861.

Spring fever cure not a hard_Oct to swa.l low
Friday
Medic! Medic! Robert
Altman' s brilliant black
comedy "M•A•S•H•"
will be "the regular film in
the SCA at 8:30. At midnight, the incredibly successful drafthouse-sty le
late movie is ''Richard
Pryor in Concer t.''
Pryor's raunchy routines
range from his over.sexed
monkey story to the difference between Black
and White ("You want to
know why Black people
don't ever get bit by
snakes?") to a sexual encounter that climaxes
with the "Close Encounters'' theme. Keep
out of reach of children adults only. Beer and
wine will be sold. Arrive
early!

Saturday
Try
some
speed ... The third
Student Center
Road Rally leaves
the SC parking lot
and roars off t.o some
undisclosed beach
for a barbecue. Starting time is 9:30,
registration is-$1 per
team (two people per
car).

If you're suffering from Spring Fever, or if you can do a good imitation of it,
try UCF's home remedy. To avoid the mental aches and pains that ac;company Spring Fever, this one-week regimen should have you feeling refreshed, rested and ready for in.ore of the same. For more information on SC
events and activities, come by the SC main desk or call 275-2611.

-

-----

'

. ~Sunday
Visit the ~ doctor .
"M•A•s•H•" makes
its final appearance in
the SCA at 8:30 p.m.

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.::::::::::-=
- .._._-=:.,*;:..•_
~_

Monday
lnt.ernational Student
Week begins with a
concert on the SC
Green · featuring
Michael John and a
lithograph sale by Marson Galleries (10 a.m.
to 4 p.m:), probably on
the SC patio, as usual.
At noon, there will be a
flag-raising ceremony
by the reflecting pond.
Fellini's ''Casanova''
(starring
Donald
Sutherland) will be
shown in the SCA at 8
p.m.

-~I ~~~~~~~~~~

Tuesday
Take some exercise in moderation. The Shango
Steel Band will
play
calypso
music in the
cafeteria from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. In- .
ternational
cuisine will be·served. (This has
been changed
from April 2nd.)
At 8 p.m., the
Sadie Hawkins
Dance begiris in
the
SCA.
Originating in
Dogpatch, the
Sadie Hawkins
tradition is that
women ask their
favorite bashful,
foot-scuffing man
to the . dance.
Refreshments, a
hayride and photo
booth (to record
the big event) and
square dance
caller
Danny
RoJ:>inson are
featured.

ThU1'8day
The I nternationa l
Night of Concert
begins in the SC at 7:30
p.m.

"•••••••••••••••••••••-••¥·

Wedqesday
Take two aspirins with
your favorite drink
because the week's Qnly
Friday
starting. The lntema·
Speech therapy, solar therapy. First
tional Bazaar on the SC
Secretary
t.o the Nigerian Embassy
Green will have native
in
Washington,
D.C., Jonikul 0.
arts and crafts, baked
Obodozie,
will
speak
on U.S. and .
goods, cookbooks and
Nigerian relations. The speecl) is at
t-shirts on sale from 10
2 p.m. in the SCA. a.m. to 4 p.m.
Water basketball · and volleyball
"Live and Let Die" is the games for everyone begin in the pool
SC film at 7:30.
at 3 p.m.
Alpha Chi Omega is sponSpring F~ver Week competitions
soring a skating benefit begin at 4 p.m. at the pool. Teams of
for Cystic Fibrosis at the
eight people will be competing in
Semoran Skateway in water and land relays and food
Casselberry. Tickets are · eating contests.
available at the door, the ·
Drink plenty of liquids. A 100 keg
SC main desk, the SG
"No Regard" party will be held at
kiosk or from any AXO
Lake
Clair to benefit Muscular
member. Door prizes will
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is
Dystrophy.
·be given away at the 7:30
sponsoring
the
Friday night bash.
to 10 p.m. extravaganza.
Take your sunburn to "Excalibur"
in the SCA at 8:80 p.m.
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Caine slays dbly
by Lee Elliott
Entertainment Editor
I

Long weekends in the country are never boring when Michael Caine is
aro~nd. In "Sleuth," he and Lawrence Olivier played deadly games in a
British manor house. Now, in "Deathtrap," Caine and Christopher Reeve
match wits on Long Island.
.
Both films have sui)erbly te~se and funny scripts. Both films are nicely
cast and directed, but "Deathtrap" is more than a Yankee version of the old
Cat-and-mouse thriller.
·
Caine is a once-successful playwright whose last four whodunnits have
flopped disgracefully. His Sindney Brohl is a man who'll stop at nothing to
··get a hit-even murder.
Reeve is bud~g playwright Clifford Anderson,· whose script,
"Deathtrap," has the makings of a real hit. Caine invites Reeve out to his
Jiome to "collaborate" on the play, but much to Myra Bruhl's (Dyan Can·
non's) horror, one of them won't survive the night.
At first, Myra doesn't believe how far her husband will go. When he tells
her the play is so good that "even a talented.director couldn't hurt it," she
moans that her feeble heart can •t hold up uµder the strain.
Enter Irene Worth as Dutch psychic Helga Ten Dorp, and the· plot, as
they say, thickens.
.
Ira Levin's long-running Broadway play looks wonderful on the screen.
Thanks to Sidney Lumet 's direction, the film doesn't have that
claustrophobic look that so many plays-into-film have.
The Rubik's cube was wisely chosen as an advertising device for the film,
~u9e the ·action takes so ·many unexpected twists it literally leaves the
audience breathless.

Dyan Cannon was never cast better. Her Myra· is a loving, devoted, frail
woman-dependent and guileless as a puppy. She should be remembered at
next year's Academy Awards for this jittery performance.
.
Worth and Caine were ·born for their roles. Both are largely drawn
caricatures of stock types. No one cim look as calculatingly evil as Caine and ·
no one else (except maybe Ruth Gordon, whom she resembles) could have
played the addle-pated but cagey psychic like Irene .Worth.
Christopher Reeve should never again have to worry about being typecast
as Superman, after this film. An actor of impre~sive range, he should_be able
to take his pick of roles.
'.• Deathtrap" is excellent; a refreshing entertainment that revives even
the most jaded film appetites.

'Quest for Fire' an intense fantasy
by Larry Thompson

fiefalls the keeper of th~ last glowing
.ember of fire. After a vain attempt
to keep the last spark from dying, a
selected· trio of men embark on a
journey in search of a new source of
the life-preserving flame.
Armed only with crude spears,
they encounter such adversaries as
wolves, sabretoothed tigers and cannibals. ·

Future-March 26, 1982
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Critics pick Oscar winners
P~ple wh~ believe the Academy Awards are a genuine and meaningful night. And the winner is...
tribute to film excellence also usually believe that truck drivers stop at the
The Sound & Vision staff made consensus opinions as to what films will
restaurants with the best food. Truckers, and the Academy, are notorious take honors. Our predictions are marked with an • - this is how we think the
fo~ patronizing w~at ~s emotionally satisfying and financially rewarding.
Academy will vote. Our personal favorites are marked II (Larry Thompson)
Still, there's nothing like tha~ glow of satisfaction when your favorite film is and@ (Lee Elliott). "On Golden Pond" will probably sweep the emotional
honored. Whethe~ you're a film buff, a trivia fanatic or t.elevision addict, we ' awards (acting and maybe direction), but "Reds" and "Chariots of Fire" are
hope you find this tear-out section of the major awards helpful Monday likely to get t.echnical recognition (editing, design, sound).

Best picture and best direction were identical
Best supporting actress
Melinda Dillon-Absence of Malice
Jane Fonda-On Golden Pond#
Joan Hackett-Only When I Laugh
Elizabeth McGovern-Ragtime
Maureen Stapleton-Reds*@

Best Picture
Best Direction
On Golden Pond•------Mark Rydell
Steven Spielberg II@
Raiders of the Lost Ark#
Chariots of Fire
Hugh Hudson•
Reds@
. Wa"en Beatty
Atlantic City
Louis Malle

~

.

Best original screenplay
Kurt Luedtke-Absence of Malice ·
Steve Gordon-Arthur
John Guare-Atlantic City
Colin Welland-Chariots of Fire
Trevor Griffiths-Reds *II@

Best Art direction
French Lieutenant's Woman•@
Heaven's Gate
Ragtime
Raiders of the Lost Arkll
.
Reds

Best adaptation for screen
French Lieutenant's Woman•
Pennies From Heaven
On Golden Pond
Pri•.nce of the City
Ragtime@

Best original score
Best Song
Chariots of Fire-Vangelis
Best You Can Do-Arthur•
Dragonslayer-Alex North
Endless Love
On Golden Pond-Dave Grusin
First Time it Happens-Great MupRagtime-Randy Newman•@
pet Caperll@
Raiders of, the Lost Ark-John For Your Eyes Only
Williams II

Best Actor
Wa"en Beatty-Reds
Henry Fonda-On Golden Pond*ll
Burt Lancaster-Atlantic City@
Dudley Moore-Arthur
Paul Newman-Absence of Malice

Best Actress
Katherin.e ~epburn-On Golden Pond
Diane Keaton-Reds
Marsha Mason-Only When I Laugh
Susan Sarandon-Atlantic City
Meryl Streep-French Lieutenant's
Woman*ll@

Best cinematography
Excalibur-Alex Thomson@
On Golden Pond-Billy Williams
Ragtime-Miroslav Ondficek
Raiders of the Lost Ark-Douglas
Slocombe#
Reds-Vittorio Storaro•

Best supporting actor
James Coco-Only When I Laugh
John Gielgud-Arthur#
Ian Holme-Chariots of Fire
Jack Nicholson-Reds
Howard E. Rollins-Ragtime•@

Best sound
On Golden Pond
Outland
Pennies from Heaven@
Raiders of the Lost Ark#
Reds•
Best editing
Chariots of Flre-Terry Rawlings•
French Lieutenant's Woman.John
Bloom
Ori Golden Pond-Robert E. Wolfe
Raiders of the Lost Ark-Michael
Kahn@ll
Reds-Dede Allen/Craig McKay

Best visual effects
Dragonslayer
Raiders of the Lost Ark *®II

.

·······················································································~

DURING SPRING FEVER WEEK
MAKE A DATE TO SKATE F~R CYSTI~ FIGBOSIS .

Co-Sponsored

by

Alpha Chi Omega

Tickets $2.50
Available at door
and
Student Center, Kiosk

March 31

7:30 -10;00 PM
Semoran Skateway,
Casselberry

Win A 1 Day Sea
Escape Cruise for 2

Two Kegs will be
given Out

DOOR PRIZES
Action Soccer, Albertsons,
Al E. Gator's, Bennlgan's
Altamonte Theater, Hallmark
Casa Gallardo, Circus World
His Stores, Burger King
Daisy's Basement, El Torrlto,
Castle Golf and Sames
Soccer Locker JR Jakes

:SPONSORED BY:

••••••

Speclal Thanks to
. lnsty-Prl~ts

House of Beef, Mack Miners,
Mister B's, Mystery Fun House,
Raffles, Once Upon A Stage,
Pizza Hut, Plaza Theater,
Noble Romans, Record Reef,
Rosie 0' 9rady's, Sea ~Ori~,
Track Shack, Talk of the Town,
Wet N' Wiid ,Tom's Point After
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.. Cases

Many us'e the cases ~or:shelves and storage.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- from page 1 .

several universities, J. R. Antink,
president of the Florida Dairy
Association, has asked the university police for help in reducing the
crime wave. Antink added, ''Our
association is seeking new legislation to further facilitate the proseeution of dairy case theft."
Florida Statutes 506 and 812, the
Florida Theft and Marked Box Act
and the Florida Retail Theft Act,
make illegal possession of the cases
a first degree misdemeaµor,
punishable by imprisonment and/or
fine.
The dairy association says the
thefts waste valuable time and
resources,. resulting in the interruption of the critical flow of dairy
foods to schools, hospitals, stores
and other outlets.
Still it is hard to imagine the

university police making dairy case
raids in dorm rooms. A large part of
the student body would be faced
with criminal records.

Testing- from page 1
of this is to try to raise the quality of
education in the state of Florida.
We're probably putting a Band-Aid
on a problem when we could have
cured the problem to begin with. ''
Failure to pass state requirements
on the entrance placement test or
the sophomore CLAST could call for
remediation, but Barnes said ' that
students should not become overly
anxious. Barnes maintains that the
freshman exams will only be used
(or guidance.

Fi·r

e - - - - f r o m page

s

Traveling through primeval
forests, across meadowlands and
rocky tundra~ and over ~ountains,
they eventually discover a tribe of
more culturally advanced people.
This critical social meeting provides the men with the opportunity
to learn about better weapons and
improved shelter. More importantly,
however, they learn · the ultimate
secret that inevitably changes their
lives-how to start a fire.
The impressive location footage in
Canada, Scotland and Kenya creates
an immense vastness for the epochal
journey. Although the film contains
graphic violence, the scenes maintain a contextual relevance without
detracting from the urgency of the
plot.
Incorporating special gutteral
linguistics, created by Anthony
Burgess, and highly expressive
body language, developed by Desmond Morris, "Quest for Fire"
presents a compelling study in basic

communication.

__ .,
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Powerful performances by.Everett
McGill, Ron Perlman and Nameeb
El-Kadi, as the wandering searchers,
transcend the spoken word· while exploring new emotional experiences-courage, lust; jealousy
and humor.
Rae Dawn Chong (daughter of
comedian
Tommy
Chong)
magnificently serves as the catalyst
through whom · the. ignorant
tribesmen gain knowledg~ of advanced survival techniques, as well
as several new social practices.
Approaching history from an in- '
tellectual vantage point, "Quest for
Fire" is a film that practically
demands a second viewing.
Though it leaves a positive impression of Man's future, it also
leaves one wondering how , the·
human race· was able to maintain its
existence. And whether, on .a
primitive level, we have really
changed at all.

I
I
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I

500

offers a new service

ACS that can help you get
DOLLARS FOR COLLEGE
mputer provides you with 5 to 25 soUt'ces
f financial aid matched with your individual
, interests and qualifications.
• Results are guaranteed.
• For complete information call:

291·9967
Or write to:

Academic Counseling SerVices
P.O. Box 285 ·
Oarcona, FL 32710
State

L~------------------------------------------~
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-S ports week
Ferrell blends athletic$, academics
for an All-American ·combination
by Bryan McLawhorn
Sporta EdHor

Rarfly, in the world of collegiate
sports, do athletics and academics
go hand in hand. Excellence in one
seems to preclude excellence in the
other. Like oil and vinegar, they just
don't seem to mix.
Once in a great while, however, a
player comes along who can blend
the two together, can make time for
both practice and study, can excel in
a given sport· and in the classroom.

Jimmie Ferrell is just such an
athlete. A semor electrical engin~r
ing major from· Orlando and a
member of the UCF basketball
team, Ferrell has managed to attain
a lofty ·3. 796 grade point average
while at the same time has started
at guard for Torchy Clark's
. squad-notable accomplishments
considering the rigors of college
basketball and the demands of his
~~osen field of study.
Ferrell's efforts have earned him a
spot on the ~st team of the College

Sports Information Directors of
America Academic All-America
Team, a prestigious selection that .
pays tribute to his performance in
both the classroom and the. gymnasium.
.
A former basketball standout at
Orlando's Boone High School, where
he helped lead his team to a state
championship in 1977, Ferrell began
his college career at the United
States Naval Academy. But he soon
grew tired of the rigid academy
Jimmie Ferrell
Ferrell, page 12

.

.

Against odds, women cagers finish in top dozen
by Vince Cotroneo
Future staff

Against the odds of a new head
basketball coach, a squad with only
one senior and a bunch of girls who
never played together, Joe Sanchez
took his UCF Lady Knights all the

way to the AIAW national quarter- .
finals to fini~h the year with a 24-15
record that left them in the top 12 in
the country.
.
"It was an emotional year," said
head coach Joe Sanchez, who was
named Region 3 Coach of the Year
this season. "We wer~ a Cinderella

pall club all year. We weren't sup- ranked squad (Canisius). We played
posed to do anything all year accor- every game like we were
ding to the experts and that makes , champions," he said.
it even more sweet for our team,'.' he
At one point during the seas.on,
said.
the Lady Knights sat at 8-10. But a
"I have never had a team that was second. half rush, which concluded
more deserving," Sanchez said;
the campaign with 16 wins in 21
UCF was invited to the national games, gave UCF its most victories
quarterfinals by virtue of their se- .· ever.
cond 'place finish iii ~he Region 3
As a team, the Lady Knights set
tournament held at UCF two weeks records· in several single game areas:
ago. From there, the Lady Knights most points scored (127) against
traveled to Oskaloosa, Iowa, going Edward Waters, largest victory
further than any women's basket- margin (72) 'also against Edward
bail team in UCF history. ·
Waters and a defensive record of
Plagued by foul trouble, UCF lost fewest points allowed (30) agaj.nst
in the first round to Butler (Ind.) Eckerd College.
University, 69-61 but bounced back
On the season, team records were
in the consolation contest against
set in three categories: most points
Canisius (N.Y.), winning 74-64.
"We · just ~ouldn't · handle the scored (2, 777), most rebounds
boards in the second half after Meg (1,984) and most points scored by
(Schuler) fouled out and AJ (Andrea opponents (2,297) through the
Jackson) picked up her fourth,'' San- 39-game schedule. The Lady
chez said. .' "But winning the second Knights gave up only 58.9 points a
game, we showed.we belonged at the contest while scoring 71.2 a game:
Women, page 13
tourname1:1t by· bea~ng the sixth

UCF wome_n ;s basketball coach Joe Sanchez calls out instructions.

Moon's s·q uad finds power,
sends outwarning to SSC
by Vince Cotroneo
· Future staff

· Displaying power· that resulted in 19 hits
and three home . runs, the UCF· baseball
Knights sent out a warning to .the Sunshine
State Conference. Last place will belong to
someone else in 1982.
The Knights beat Eckerd College Monday, 10-6, opening the SSC season with a
win over the defending champions. Sam
Nattile led the Knights, going 4 for 5 at the
· plate with a double and a home run, giving
him eight for the year. Wayne Gar~ added a run scoring triple, hitting 3 for 4 on the
day. Mark Deglomine and Kenny Wright
each added a home run for UCF as senior
hurler Bill Jones·picked up the win in relief
of John Flynn.
"We got beat pretty bad in the three years
I've been.here," said right.fielder Sam Nattile. "Now it's time for us to give it back to
them and the rest of the conference."
The win upped the Knights record -to
11-8-3 and should help improve on UCF's
sixth place ranking· in the national poll.
Tonight, UCF travels to St. Petersburg for
game two with Eckerd. Undefeated Tom
Foy gets the nod for the Knights. Tomorrow, UCF closes out the series with the
Tritons at the UCF baseball field. Game

time is 2:00 p.m. The SSC continues next
week with Florida Southern on Wednesday.
Flynn was cruising along with a one-hitter
. through six innings when Eckerd finally got
to the sophomore leftharider. The Tritons ·
scored four times in the.seventh on four hits
to knot the gall)e at four apiece. Flynn could
not finish the inning and received relief from
Jones. Only two of the runs were earned.
Jones, who had already .picked a complete
game victory over Northwestern on ~on
day' struck out_five in over two innings.
Freshman hurler Dave VanCura finished off
the Tritons, getting Eckerd to ground out.
"We proved to 0,urselves we can play with
anybody when we want to play," said Nat·
tile, who leads the squad with 34 RB I's.
"The key is being up 'for the games and wan·
ting to play.''
After Eckerd tied the contest, the Knight
offense went back to work in the bottom of
the seventh. Nattile got' things started with
a double, and after a wild pitch, wa~ brought
home for the second time in the game by an
RBI single by Wayne Gardner. Designated ·
hitter Warren Pickett delivered another
RBI single, scoring Gardner and UCF was
back on· top 6-4.
Four hits, ·including towering blasts by UCF rightfielder Sam Nattile scores against the Eckerd
Nattile and Wright over the right field Tritons in the Knights' f11'8t conference game
Baseball, PllJ'e 13

-
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Ferrell-.--rrompagen
structure, the austerity of military life, and
the 18-hour days. The additional burdens required of first-year academy students were
more than he·wanted to deal with. "I hated
my pl~be year," he reflects.
So, Ferrell came home to Orlando, enrolled
at UCF, and continued to maintain his standard of excellence in his studies as well as
playing good sound basketball for Clark.
Ferrell, who turned 22 this month, says it
has not been easy to play ball and keep his
grades up.
"You have to learn how to discipline
yourself, how to work," he said. "I taught
myself how to study. I try to zero in on my
major courses, because I have to under~tand
the material, not just make good grades.''
Selection to the All-America Team is
anything but a random choice. Eight
district coordinators for CoSIDA receive
nominations from the sports information
directors in their respective districts. These
nominations are used to form a ballot which
is sent to all SIDs in the district. District
t.eams are then picked.
.
Five players from each of the eight
districts are. put on a national ballot. The
SIDs around the .country then pick four
t.eams of five players each, and 10 players
for honorable mention.

UCF's district, District 3, ranges from
Miami, north to Washington and west to
New Orleans, by far the biggest district in
the coUn.try. Ferrell, the only player from
District 3 to make the first team, was named
to the third team last year, as well as being
named to the all-District team both years..
With a July graduation date approaching
Ferrell, one would think he might be taking
it easy-especially now that basketball
season is finished. Not so. He is pledging
Sigma Chi fraternity and is president of his
pledge class.
As for the future, he plans to begin the
master's program in engineering here at
UCF and has applied for a graduate
fellowship sponsored by Martin·Marietta.
Ferrell says he doesn't think he will miss
playing basketball.
"I'll transfer my energies to other areas,"
he said. "I want to excel academically."
If past performances can be used to
predict future achievements, then Jimmie
Ferrell will excel in fine fashion.

•

The UCF Ski Club's men's and women's
teams both finished third last weekend in
the UCF Intercollegiate Water Ski Tour·
nament. Th~ UCF Open will be held this
weekend, March 27 and 28, at Lake Whip·
poorwill.

Jimmie Ferrell, National Academic AU-American this
season, drives for a layup in the KDigh~' ' last home win·

-------------------------------------------------------.... ,
HAPPY HOUR
55 e Drafts
$2.75 Pitchers
Monday - Friday
4PMto6PM

* Wide Screen TV * Games *

CHART YOUR OWN COURSE
After commissioning,
your top-notch training will
continue at Mather Air
Force Base near Sacramen·
to, where Air Force
navigators are trained in the
ultra-modem T-43 jet air·
craft.
Following 33 weeks of intensive training, you'll be
awarded the silver wings of
an Air Force navigator ..
From there on, the sky's the
limit.
Fi rid
out
about
AFROTC and the navigator
program. Chart a secure
future for yourself.

You can't ask for better
navigator training than you
can get from the United
States Air Force. And you
can't be better prepared to
chart your own course for
the future than through Air
Force ROTC.
If your're a young per·

son who can qualify for
navigator training, you've
got a good start. You can
also compet.e for a scholarship that will provide finan·
cia1 assistance while you
work on your degree.

Contact:

HOTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

Professor of Aerospace Studies
Howard Phillips Hall, Suite 310
University of C-entral Florida

{305) 275-2264

UCF crew team
makes ready for
local regatta

by Richard Gibson
f\llure staff

The UCF Crew Club will be par· ·
ticipating in the Florida World
· Aquatic Games tomorrow at Moss
Park on Moss Park Road, east'of SR
15.
The roWing regatta, sponsored by
the Florida Athletic Club and UCF
is free to the public and will begin at
9 a.m.
Entrants in the race include Drex·
all, Philadelphia (rated among the
nation's top six teams last season),
Ohio State, Michigan State, Nor·
thwestern, Jacksonville University,
Rollins, Tampa University and FIT
. (ranked third among DiVision II
schools last year). Several high
schools will also compete.
UCF crew coach Dennis Kamrad
said this regatt.a is important
because it is UCF's first meeting
with FIT this season.
This year, UCF lost the
President's Cup regatta, but retain·
eel the Metro Cup, defeating Rollins.
For more information on the crew
club, contact Dennis Kamrad at
275-2351.

...

Don't be

careless
with the
future.
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season. She had 11 blocks in the
Women-from page 11· region
finale against Livingston.
Sanchez is also nominated for the
All season long, UCF was led in Women's Intercollegiate Coach of
scoring by Teresa Tinsley from the Year honors, presented to the
Altamonte Springs. The lone senior outstanding women's collegiate
on the squad, she was named to the basketball coach in the small college
all-SCC tournament team. She category.
scored 537 points in 1981-82 for aii - Harvey and Tinsley were named
average of 13.8 a game.
to the Region III All-Tournament
Her 33 points against St. Leo in team. The two team leaders were
the regular season also is. a new also named. to the District III
record. She attempted more field Academic All-American team.
goals (545) in one season. Her 746 Harvey has a 3.44 grade point
career points in two years with UCF average in biology and Tinsley's
is also a new Lady Knight record.
GPA is 3.42 in physical education.
· Andrea Jackson of Sharon, Pa. leq . It was hard for the team to realize
UCF in rebound~, setting the in- it at the time, but all the hard work
dividual season: mark with 316 beginning in October paid off in the .
caroms. She also set a single-game end. "It was rough at first," said
record · for most steals ·with nine Sanchez. ''We started from scratch.
We worked on the fundamentals and
against South Florida.· .
K~en Harvey, of Cape Canaveral, learned team play. It took &hnost a
·
set assists records for a single-game half a year to do it.
with 13 against Miami and for the · "I think we have made believers
seaso;n, dishing out 17.1 . . Meg out of plenty of people. We may not
Sc~uler, ~f Avon Park, led th~ L~dy have won the . national championKnigh~ in blocked shot~ with. 80, ship," he said, "but we feel that we
shattenng the old mark of 19 ma are champions."

Maril JOhnlOn

UCF Ski Club member Adam Perry executes a toe-5 -front during the
UCF Intercollegiate Water Ski To~ent held Mar? 20 an~ 21 . .
UCF southpaw John Flynn f'ires one to the plate against Eckerd as the
Knights post a win in their first conference game of the season.
.

TIRED OF BElNG SNOWED

Baseball - --

DOSE OF-FACT INSTEAD OF FICTION.

- - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 11

fence, put ici.Dg on the cake·and the "The hitting was timely. Everyone
Knights held o'n for the win.
had a good game. Look at the clutch
''We knew we were capable of things we did today as a ~m. We
playing baseball,'' said head coach · came up with the defensive plays
/ Bill Moon, now in his fifth season. when we had to."
Knight catcher Jim Hawkins continues
to lead the Knights in hitting
..._
at a .389 pace through 21 games .
Both Gardner and Tim Foskett have
put together flve-gamehitting
streaks for UCF. In those five
· Mary Wilson
games,
the Knights lost only once.
Editor in chief
Diane Taylor
Pitching is a big factor with the
Managing editor
heavy schedule this week but Moon
Steve Longcrier
feels
his-staff is ready. "We should
Business 11UUU1ger
be alright,'' Moon said. ''The imporKathleen Foronda .
News editor
tant thing is to get a good perforAndrea O'Malley
mance from Tommy tonight. Right
Copy edttor
·now, we are in good shape."
Bryan McLawhom

Rf SHOE SALESMEN POSIN'C AS AVDio EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
SPEAKER SYSTEMS:•KITS• CABINETS
• X-OVERS.-ORIVERS
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS ON .Ai::.~ _BRANDS
WHILE YOU WATCH

Future

1019 W. FAIRBANKS AVE. ,
WINTER PARK, FI.:" _
•

50FEETWESTOFTHE 1·~ .
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE

l BLK ..EAST.Qf l_t92'
628-1735

Sports editor
Lee Elliott
Entertainment editor
Brian LaPeter
Photo editor

Janice Scholz
Advertising manager
·
Michele Davis
.
Sales manager
Lisa Moller

T1:lesday, March 30
from 10 a.~. till 7 p.m.
on the Green in front
of Engineering Bldg.
Enjoy dancing food
movie & speakers

Production manager

Address correspondence to the future,
P.O. Bo::c 25()()(), Orlando 32816. L-etters
and.news announcements mu.st be submitted by 5 p.m. Monday to be considered for
publication in the ne::ct issue.
This public document was promulgated
at an annual cost of $79,000 or 5.3 cents
per copy to. inform the university com·
munity. · Annual advertising revenue of
$5(),500 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual
cost.
Opinions e::cpressed in the Future are
those of the editor or the writer and not
necessarily those-'of the University Board
of Publications or administration.
· The Future is funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the
Student Government of the University of
Central Florida
·

--. . .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Foundation
elects. off ice rs

The UCF F~dation, Inc. elected
new officers and directors at its an·
nu~ organizational meeting and
banquet March 10.
Th& Foundation also named the
winners of UCF's 1982 "Teacher of
the Year" and "Researcher of the

vice presidents Jack C. Davis
(Brevard County), C. Howard
Sweatt (Lake County), Andrew E.
McCaw (Orange/Seminole Counties)
and Alan C. Starling (Osceola Coun·
ty).
Officers, page 15

Year" awards. Checks for $1,000
went to Dr. Mark Stern, associate
professor of political science, in the
first category, and Dr. William F.
Oelfke, professor of physics.
Joining new Foundation President
Buell G. ~ncan, Jr. as_o~cers are

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
(Full Time)
STUDENTS NEEDED

Inquire:

Excellent Income Potential
$ Boriuses $

Ray Gates
Student Government

275-2191
275-3914
.\

SPRING AUTO SHOW
. Wednesday, April ,7
.9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Student Center Green

Featuring:
· Royal AMC/Jeep/Renault
Don Mealey Chevrolet .
Norman Brothers Datsun
King Isuzu
Williams Bros. Mazda
Jimmy Bryan Toyota

Inside Lines_ announces its
first poetry page to· be written
by UCF students.
Poetry submitted at · the
Future editorial office before
· April 9 will be considered for
the section and will be published in the April t6 edition of the
Future .
There is no specific theme for
this section, although
photographs that match
poetry will also be considered
for publication. Any student
who is not on the Future staff
may enter.
Judging the poetry will be an
honors student from the
English departn;ient, and
English professor and the section editor.

DARE JO VENTURE !
-L

...1:.
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~
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for a
Into the future

..,. :1An tntelfectual Challenge

'ENTERPRISES OF GREAT
PITH AND MOM ENT' (Hankes)

Shows how. by working together, we can

f:~g~~g~. ¥~~e6?1~~ :r~i8.96a~~6b1~e;;~"o~

spelling , pronunciation , sCntax, Ir·

f~Pa~r~l~~sa~~d 1g~~~~.1 Wne~1~·1ds0 Wi~1 e~:~

d1capped, accommodates computers and
probes the limits of human lnteingence and

rtff~Pns 10 ~nbts u~~u;~~r;i a~~tt~~n1T m.f~F

c11op1es Rave been depos ited in your 9school

bf rary. Looi< one over and then get a copy
o your own - We need your herpl

100 pgs.
$8.50 US ppd.
'.'Jf you please"

CAMILLA PUBLISHING CO. INC.
BOX 510

MPLS., MN

55440

av MAIL ONLY-SEND CHECK OR M.O.
Coli No. PM 8008.1134

1111111111111111111111HUUQHllUUlllUllllllllllllllllDll

AIYIN K. ·o llRAI
D.D.S.
• Fa~~y DenHstrY at
. affordable rates.
• For quallty Denture Service
and all othe~ Dentai needs..

1

Ave. IOtf G6J
IALOMAAloma
MIDICAL AITI CINlll
~a

Office Hours

lv.Appmnt.

Eve.• Weekend
Appmn11. Avalt.

OPINIATUIDAY tAMtolPM
EMERGENCIES ACCEPTED
671-77. .
Speclal ·01scount
for UCF Students

~

. • UUUUUlllllllUllllUUUUllUllUUIHlllUllllUUUUll
•;
.
,.
i
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'International explosion' planned

Officers

1rompage14

If yo\J have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six we~ks at
our Army RITTC Basic

Camp this summ~ and earn
approximately $600.

i
i
Year Program this fall and .i
· receive up to $1,000 a ye_ar.1
But the big payoff
I
And if you q_l!_alify, you

can enter the Rare 2-

happens on graduation day.I

That's when you receive
an officer's commis.51.on.

So _get your bcx:iy in

~

·1
~

· shape (not to mention your.~
bank account).
Enroll mArmy Rare. ~
For more informatiqn, · ~
co~tact your Professor of

Military Science.

·

~

I·

ARMYROJC.
I
·1~~~ALL
10U
aM._
.II
...,. . .
I
::··

.

I

I

:I
r·

HO~AD~
University of.Central 'F'jorid~

MAJOR JAMES D.

Orlando;Florida 32816
(305}275-24~0

·WUCF·FM

89.9
Staff Position·Opening

Station Manager
Re~ponsibilities

Include: Implementing br~adcast criteria, programming and procedures as -relayed· by the general manager; over-all supervision.._of the station and
its personnel; developing annual fiscal budgets and maintaining'accounting procedures in conjunction with. the general manager: preparation of biweekly payroll
and payroll records; for developing special program ideas and/or format revision;
. plus other duties.--:"',
.Applicant must be a student at UCF, _with a minimum schedule_~f 6 semester
hours of study, and a GP A of 2.0 or better.
Reports to the general manager. Paid for 20:-hour week at $4.00 per hour. Position
effective April 26, 19S2 through April 22, 1983. Submit letter of application with
.resume to: Keith H., Fowles, General Manager, WUCF-FM, Library Suite B il,
UCF. Deadline for applications is April 5, 1982.
·

1'

•
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ArfiSf-----------------frompage3
female goat-foot.ed Pan suckles a
homed baby.
While the artist's smaller figures
seem to caper in the shadows of the
foliage, larger than life figures stand
in the full sunlight.
·
The "Sower" seems to stride
across the central yard, 10 feet
above the hea~s of passersby. Inspired by a Christian parable, it is a
powerfW, bronze nude that scatters
imaginary grains. His harvest is
good deeds.
Carmer says it is a figme so
classically perfect that it is studied
with Michaelangelo's "David" in
the ~tomy classes of some medical
schools.
The tourists who visit the Polasek
home seem to meet the dead artist

through his work. As true children, back and forth as tliey puzzle over
·these works preserve thefr father's the artists' s riddle.
character in their own features.
But you also meet a grieving arInside the first studio, you see tist. In a tabletop, bronze sculpture,
Polasek the devoted son. A life-size a young woman drapes her hair,
statue of his mother stands robed in arms and torso over a globe that lies
white. She extends a torch, lighting between her thighs like a newborn.
the way for a 14-year-old boy who She is "Mother Crying Over the
reluctantly releases the fold of her Earth," created -in the. aftermath of
garment. She cradles in her other , World War II.
arm an infant who still needs her
A photograph on a desk in the
protection,.
third studio shows the artist as· a
-In the second studio, you meet a young man playing a gypsy in comic
playful artist-a trickster. Look at opera. Another photograph shows
the painting of his bedroom from the him as an old man after he was
far left, and the bed stands in the paralyzed by a stroke. Scaffolding
comer of the room. Look at it from lifts his wheelchair to the high
the far right and the bed is in the · shoulders of ~ sculpture as he comcenter -of the room. The carpet is pletes it with the one arm he can
slightly worn where visitors pace move.
Polas.e k's devotion to art and in·
d'ustry seems embodied in an eightfoot garden sculpture of white stone.
The work is a man who carries a
hammer and chisel. He struggles to
cut himself free irom the rough
stone that covers his legs and back.
Perhaps it is the eternally young,
ambitious spirit of the crippled artist.
The Polasek you see most often is
a man of religious devotion to his
work and to his Christian God. This
11rtan LaPeter/Futur•
proud devotion is seen in the face of The ''Risen Christ''
one of the sculptor's most celebrated death. His face looks confidently up
works.
Outside the chapel, a 12-foot toward heaven.
crucifix faces a large lake. The 9therPolasek 's museum-like home is
wise serene setting is occasionally ·open free to the public from 10 a. m.
disturbed by the sound of passing to noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
powerboats. It is the face that Wednesday through .Saturday, and
distinguishes this figure from other from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday. The
sculptures of the crucifix. The head Polasek Foundation maintains the
of the "Risen Christ" does not home and free admission as relie against his chest in sorrow and · quested by the artist before he died. ·

•••

r------~~----,

I
I
-AUTO SALVAGE BROKERS -:-- AIRPORr TOWING
USED AUTO PARJS
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE
2iJ .HOUR TOWINO
MOVE
ABANDONED VEHICLES
BWJUNKCARS
EAST llWI. SO

UCF

BllRIENCf •275-1721

I

I

It
I

I
I
I
I

' ·1

Weekdays 11:30 -10:00
Weekends 11 :30 · 11 :00
Sunday4:00-10:00

For Reservations
Phone 871-2120

118 So. Semoran Blvd. (Rt. 436)~~.,,...,.
(~ mile sou.th of Aloma)
..

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
II -

L

I

PI KAPPA ALPHA
DREAM GIRL 1982
VENTURA COUNTRY CLUB
8:00 P.M.
Beer*Wine*Open Bar
Presale Tickets Available
Through Pike Brothers
$3.00 Girls $4.00 Guys
· Casual Dress Please
There Will Be Two Parties
To Follow
APRIL 16 & APRIL 30
All Parties Are Open Campus Wide
Pi Kappa Alpha . ..A Great Southern Tradition

>.-.c>--.c~>...-c>--.c~>--.c,.....>.-.c~>--.c~
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I
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I
I
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O_Dinion
Editorial

Looking back
to look ahead
to SG issues

'

As you're walking across campus
the next two weeks, you'll meet
some particularly friendly students
shaking hands and bearing pamphlets.
Each will probably greet you with:
"Hi, my name is Jobn Candidate
and I'm running for the office of Student Body President (or Vice President). If you vote for me April 6 and
April 7, I'll provide you with... "
What follows is often a list of "betters'' -better concerts, better
c~unseling . services, better study
areas, better parking lots and better
parties.
The Futu-re scanned its issues of
the past year to lift better promises
that candidates , might consider.
They are taken straight from the
coverage of events and controversies that upset UCF students and ·
made its campus press in 1981-82.
Stuaent Body President George
·1 Chandler froze the budge't of the
South Orlando Resident Center (a

- ----

remote UCF campus) basically . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
because it made purchases without
J
•
Student Goveniment serious business, instead of
the knowledge of the main campus
the joke many students think it is. Student Govern·
Student Government Association.
Chandler claimed it violated clear
ment needs a responsible, well-balanced president
precautions. The resident center's
who can see both sides of an issue and make a well_.. SG representative Rob Rotter claim- · Editor:
balanced decision.
ed the requirements weren't clear.
My recommendation for Student Body .President
This letter is to express my gratitude to the
is Tico Perez. I sincerely hope that Tico decides to
This gives credence to those at the
counselors at Veteran Affairs and the. counselors at
run, because as far as I am concerned he is th~ only
resident centers who claim, "Coinmthe Career Planning and Placement Center.
_
viable choice for the job. I have known Tico for quite
munication with SGA is terrible.No
Their expertise anq professionalism helped me a
a while and in our friendship .h e has displayed all of
one pays attention to us, though we
great deal in making important decisions concernthe fine qualities it would take to be a fine president.
pay our fees ·like everyone else.''
ing my career plans and college major.
·
I do not recommend Tico out of friendship. I recom·
Perhaps the new SG executive
I am currently a junior and strongly recommend
mend
him because he can do the job.
branch should concentrate on clos~r
that anyone having doubts about their career plans
Stuart F. James
• communication with the resident
and/or major consult the Career Planning and Place:.
center, providing them a range of
ment Center. The ''Choices'' computer experience
services reasonably comparable to
was of great help to me. This computer analyzes
what the m8in campus student
your interests, aptitudes and other areas of imporfinds.
tance to career planning, then· gives recommenda·
Editor:
In September the Gospel Choir
tions for use in your planning. The computer also
Student Government elections are rapidly ap-· ,
became upset when the Senate refusties into\the Florida and national job bank, giving
proaching and I feel compelled to aid the students in
ed to pr:ovide funds for tl~e purchase
you the current openings, and the future outlook in
_making, what I consider, the proper choices.
·
of new robe·s. Some senators argued
the job market.
·
For the office of President, I support and will vote
that the choir could receive money
"Choices" helped me out and I only wish I had
,or Pete Morlock. Over the past three years, I have
from the Black Student Union for
done it sooner. It is fun, easy to use and helpful.
seen Pete serve as ·a senator (Chairman of the Elecrobes. Gospel members argq.ed that
Best of all, it's free to all UCF students.
.
tions and Appointments Committee), as parliamenthey were an organization not linked
The Career Planning and Placement Center is
tarian when I was vice president, as ~, attorney
located in the Admnistrative Building on the first
. to the BSU; therefore, their budget
general, an office he presently holds. Seldom have I
requests should not be linked with
•floor or call 275-2361.
·
seen anyone accept and execute responsibilities with
Richard G. Warmoth
the BSU. Some minority students
the degree of excellence shown by this gentleman.
• considered this showed the SG A's
Pete is respected and respectful and has the rare
ignorance of minority students,
quality of understanding that he is in -office to help
their organizations and needs. Some
you. Please join me at the polls for Pete Morlock.
charged that the SGA had little inIn my opinion, the office of vice president requires
Editor:
someone that can rationally look at issues, support
terest in learning more.
the president when in agreement, and is able to :J.old.
As an alumni of the University as well as a former
Newly elected SG .officials should
his ground when he sees a better option. He must be
student government official, I would like to make
make a special effort to prove to
able to lead the senate and keep internal politics
· minority students the charge is
the following comments about the elections for Student Government.
from bringing it to a standstill. The candidate best ·
false. If it is true, SG officials should
qualified to carry out the above, and serve you with
This spring students will be electing a new Stubetter represent black, international
diligence-is Dave Kiser. Dave is presently Chairman
dent Body President. Student Government needs a
, and other minority students who
not
afraid
to
take
a
responsible
individual
who
is
.
of the Organizations Appropriations and Finance
may feel left out or ignored.
the most challenging chairmanship
Committee,
stand
on
an
issue
and
stick
by
that
position,
The year 1981-82 was the first full
whether it is popular or unpopuJ.ar. Student Govern· available. Dave has served, is serving, and will serve
year of community bus service to
·
ment needs a ·president who is willing to take the job with your interests as his goals.
the UCF campus, subsidized with
seriously, as well as accept its. responsibilities. StuMarcos K. Marchena
$10,000 from Student Government.
Student Body Vice President 1980-81
. dent Government needs a president who will make
The service was long-pursued and
long-awaited on our commuter cam·
pus. Now SG must consider whether
The Futu-re welcomes letters from its readers.
to continue subsidies in 1982-83. If
Letters must be delivered to the Futu-re by 5 p.m. on Monday to be eon·
buse~ need to be fueled with student
'
sidered
for the next issue. Letters must not exceed 250 words and must
funds, do it.
bear the writer's signature, ·address, and phope number. Names will be
According to our clip file, these
withheld upon request. The Futu-re reserves the right to edit letters.
were some of the questions raised in
Mailing address: P. 0. Box· 25000, Orlando, 32816.
Fu.tu-re stories. Future SG officials
' should address them.

Letters

Counseling helps veteran

Vote ·tor Morlock, Kiser

Elect candidate T!co -Perez

Letter ·Policy

I

-!I
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STUDENTS . . . Are you paying rent?
Why not have your parents invest at:

I-

.i
i

UNIVERSITY PLACE

j~

••

(Fairway Shopping Center)

I

...

282"4242 .

M.QN.-THUR. 11:00AM-U:OOPM
i FRI. &SAT. ll:OOAM.·1:OOAM
~- . SUNDAY l:OOPM-Ul:OOPM

~ :oEER &

ALL THE SPAGHETI1
& SALAD BAR
YOU CAN EAT

WINE

s2.99
5 p.m. till 9 p.m.
Sun. - Wed.

\._. A V AILABLE
··
: ..

~~.... ·--~-_..._.,.__.._..~ ..
·

2 bedroom, 2 bath

M1i\

Plu.crla -+-llltoraQ\li

1

.

Cu~

-------

GIVE US
YOUR OLD GLASSES
SO WE CAN
GIVE NEW GLASSES 1
·-JO SOMEONE Poster~~n~~~~fttcat~
WHO NEEDS Mar~~~~:~nd
•

.:£,)

·· 1-~I

'®.

•

\ .~;!..- ~

~o'\A
'~ /1,-:::-,

Tlli

. (W.anolso..,..prtci<&IS«T.11>-""~Q

~

A~ttrlnnllM"n'kTf.~ b) ~t,... "1Vu11'n-..m t '(I'!

•Excellent Location near
UCFIWestinghouse
•Pre-completion Prices

•Super 'J;ax Shelter &
Appreciation Potential
• Financing at 13%*

ALAFAYA TRAIL ..;__ 1 MILE SOUTH OF UCF
282-5020

•

645-5121

•Adjustable Rate Mortgage

t**************************
. THE BROTHERS OF , : .
tflDELTA TAU DELTA
:
fl.
tft
to
tft
Fraternity

look For

THEM

l

Duplexes

$38,900

Duplexes

l

.

.

~ nit.II .. ~.... .,k,"""\' ti1r.

~'

*
*
*
**
*** '
*4f+
4{+

Would like thank all of the organizations
who participated in Greek Week '82 ·
and made it such a memorable success!!

*

**
*

*Special thanks to AMY,
our Mattress Queen!

**
*'
*
-**
fli ·

~·························

CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
A chance to trave_l, make friends · and
· "- Uf1.iversity . .

r~present

your

Tryouts f9r th~ UCF Cheerleading Squad will
be held April 9 at 3:00 .p.m. in ·the UCF Gym.
A practice camp will be held· March 29 April 8 (Monday - Friday) from 3:00 .p.m. 5:00 p.m. There are 12 positions on the squad
· - 6 men and 6 women.·

All UGF stude~ts are encouraged to particip.ate.

GO KNIGHTSI

1
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anagement Positions
Application Deadline - March 31·. 1.982
Editor in chief
Bu$iness Manager
Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of weekly campus
newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises staff of
student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's business manager and business
department, and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publication.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade-point average at UCF, be
at least a second semester freshman and must have been enrolled full time at the
university since at least fall semester of 1981. In addition, candidates must have worked
for the Future for at least two semesters, which may include the spring semester of
1982, and show their experience and/or academic achievement in reporting editing and
communication law.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
276-2866. Completed applicatio!ls must be received by midnight March 31, 1982 to be
considered.

Dutiee: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus newspaper,
including the raising of money through advertising, budget preparation, purchasing,
payroll and circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production and staff of stu·
dent salesmen and make-up personnel. Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and
serves as member of the university's Board of Publications. Salary is $60-per week plus
1 percent of all sales commission.
.
Eligibility: Candidates must have minimum of 2.0 grade-point average at UCF, be
at least a second semester freshman, and must have been enrolled full time at the
university since at least fall semester of 1981. Candidates must show their experience
and/or academic achievement in business management.
Application: Applications are available in the Future business office, phone 276-2866.
Completed applications must be received by midnight March 31, 1982 to be considered.

a

l'

Looking for
Newspaper
Ad Manager. ~ .

I

The · Future is looking for
someone interested in advertising
layout and design to fill the
position of ad manager.. The job is

'

,

available Immediately. Stop .bY
the Future offices on Libra Drive to
apply, or call 275-2865 for more information.

'MARKET.PLACE
I
I
Want to OWN A HOME? it you have $3900 & can I

Need a roommate? Ha\le something to se.11? For
only 50¢ a li~e, students, faculty, & staff can ad·
vertise in the Marketplace & reach the campus
k
Ad
b
b I d .
&
Id
mar et.
S must e SU m ~e ID person
pa ::
·f or at the tiple of ·placement. Ca.11275-2865 or stop
by t. he Business Office before noon the .Monday
before the ad is to be run.
.
.

for sale

I

pay $4251mo., you can BUY today at low interest
rate. Waiting costs you $. Call t,day! Code 41 '
Props. Realtors, 894-4444. Call M. Garrett,
REaltorAssoc., 27 3-3143·

II

UCF area, 3-IHlrm. home, just redecorated, family

nn., dbl. carport, large fenced y11rd ta.s trees,
room for boat or RV. S3951mo. Call 273-3143.

f

r--:-: ~-

~~

:---- ~ - --r -

- -

-

-

- -.--

se~ce~

I Law clerk• trom Tenn. anl Va.. desire to
I "house-sit" In home or apt. from May I to August
20 or portion thereat. Call Shawn Ra4er or AHce

~ White, 143 4600.

I
MOWTOSTUDYFOREXAMS... ANDPASS_
I 5 111lnute-report
very vatuble. Easy to use_study
I pide - short - simplifies leanlnc procesa. Mus
cram or memorize? It works! Send $1.75 plus
--f S.25 for handline, EG Associates, P.O. Box 474,

~- -

·h e )p wan· t e d .. . l1
typtsfs·
.
.
I
II w1nterPk.,FL32790.
. . -ctrt. air~ garage, appliances, lovely earthtone I
'·
-. .
. . . . -., .
.. Resumes. Distinctive and ....... ~ for one pap
decor~ $43Slmo. Call 273-3143.
.
, .Wanted: person to do yard work near UCF. Must I EXPERT TYPING. 24 yrs. exp. ·rull ti"'!· T..,- I $15 m two pa1es. Classic .laid coptes. $.20 each
-·be good worker. Good pay. Call Sat. or Sun. t papers;.theses, reports, resumes, etc. ~rrectl• I Call 647-3059.
.of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing lncludetl.
.
.
__ .
1980 Toyota Cellca GT l.iftback, excellent con· I anytime, 282-2440.
ditlon, P.8., AMIFM stereo, rear window I
I Reasonable. Caltlea, 67~1386.
. . ~ I Sociar Science Research Services, P.O. -lox 361,

I
COLUGE HEIGHTS. Nearly NEW 3-bdrm., 1Yz·bath,

wiper/washer & defogger, quartz .~ck, tilt 'Summer jobs. $310/wk. National comP.ny intersteering, fold-down back seats, reclining ~ont I viewing students for full-time summer work. Call
bucket seats, no A!C or P.S. Under 50,000 miles. 788-2059.
MUST SELL! $6400 or best offer. Call 1·574-4805
in Deltona.
30 part-time/full-time distributors needed to
market fuel additive; you set your own hours.
Wood-framed beige Herculon sofa. Two yrs. old. I Commission starts at % and increases. Call 365Good cond. $100. End & coffee tables· both for 3483.
$25. Call 678-0944 after 5 PM.
· -Wanted: typing. Must do excellent work. Call 282·
1979 MG Midg~t conv. Excellent cond., like new, I 2440 after 9 Pm or anytime Sat.
'll
"d t d
27'2 yrs. left on warranty· W1 cons• er ra es, -t II c 11889-2060 0 r 295 9231
mus se · a
ADVERTISING REPS needed to service existing
•
•
l9-ft. Cobia, inboardloutb-;ard motor, 165 HPJ an~ new acc:ou~ts now and through the summer.
Motor & boat in excellent cond. Out drive needs! 20% comm1.ss1on. Call 275-2865 or come by the
work. Call 671-7942 after 4 PM.
I Future bu51ness offi~-

I
I
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·

I

I
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I

f T}jiing service avai~l years exper~n~ I Orland.•, Fl 32802. Lowest prices (send S~
I Close to UCF. Call Denise 275-6257.
f list). Licensed.
_ __
_'_
.
I 'EXPERIENCED TYPIST _ FAST _ ACCURXTE-_:_ I Piano lessons: Suzanne, 277-4857, 282-4857.

I EDITING_ DAY OR EVENING
__

I

678-0241.

• • •

ECONO• MOVE •

for

• •

I Rates too high? Call mel Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex- I
896·9037
I.perience at low rates. Call DAY or-EVENINGS 678- I
Quality Low Cost Moving
--- - 4 360.
I Gay Community Services of Central Aorida ~·
FASJ PROFESSIONAL TYPING ·
I fering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of
spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers,
thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes,
and typing. All work prepared on IBM displa~
writers. Full·time staff, all have college degrees
24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.

I ·

---

1970 Honda 4SO roadldirt bike, recent top I WRITERS ~EEDED to write for the Future. !.ou
rh I fu ctional not pretty $300. 365-8510 , ,need the chps to get a job and we need your ability
ove .au' 1 n kends
'
now and through the summer. Call 275-2601 or
momings wee
·
I 275-2602. (Some positions paid.)

Expert typing -· term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. IBM typewriter, best rates in town.
Teresa, 869-0684.

I line
with trained members & special activities. For
1'nfonnation call 843-2750.
I
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING · ··
I
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear ind breast exam
I Call for 1ppolntment-Counselln1 for men
I · BETA Center, 419 N. Masnolia, Ori.

rI LOW
ABORTtON savicES,F'R"'EE-PREGNANCY ml~
COST BIRTH CONTROL Privacy, conflden-

_tiallty guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
TYPING. Prof. - styled work. Former typesetter... 1'N. Mapolia Avenue. Available .,,,.._..-#;hours
uzuki GS550E 1980, fairln~, sissy bar, tour rack, Raise dollars for clubs or organizations. 1·have moderate prices... Call Suzanne, 277-4857, 282- ~day: 422-0606.LO~ toll free 1(800)432-8517. _·
ike new, nava helmet, asking $1575. Must sell. justthe thing for you. Call 869·1807 for details.
4857.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control lnform1110n,
Call 351-2306.
I
__
I prepancy tests and counseling. VD screenlna, low:
QUALITY PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term papers, cost, confidential services.
,
Pioneer amplifier turntable tapedeck speakers, 1· Pt.-time ho~ecleaners needed 10 to 2o hrs. per w. resumes, dictation. Fast, efficient results. Fe~
Central Florida Women's
yr. old. $920 or best offer. Student desk with I Must have transportation and phone. Can earn up negotiable. Phone 277-7161.
Health Organization
chair, antique design, $180 or best offer. Call to $4 per hr. within 1st 3 mo. Call 671-7463 for
--. ,
_
609 E. Colonial Dr., Oi'lando
275-6555.
details.
TYPING .• ·appearance counts in grading! Ex·
·~~~-~-~-~;~.~, 898:Jlli3~t~l~,.~~,.....~··-~iii~m'--- ~ _ - - - - - - - - - - -~ perienced typist - 1 mi. from campus· do all types ,,.1
·
· i
of work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM
1979 Suzuki GS750E, less than 13,000 m1. W n·
Set. II. Marti, 365-6874 before 7:30 AM .r aftej·
dshield, case saver footrests, helmets, cover,
5·30 PM or UCFX281l
·
rack. $1700. Call Brad Jenkins at 841·5166 (days) I
·
· ·
or 841-8933 (eves).
· ·
Across from UCF • 2-bdrm. 1-bth., unfum. apt. 1-- - - - - -- -·-·_
- - - - -.- _ .
IAvan.Ma.y1.Phone21s-3439.
1
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for rent

I

·fQo--.nmat8Si .

wl Park Manor home, spacieus 4-bdrm. 2-bth., cent.
. omen's 3-spted . Schwinn Call 858 3093 (If no
s1 Iver · exc. COndition , $80
. ·
. ~
air, family rm., dbl. garage. Family or stngles
answer, wait for answerang service} or call 273- I okay. 5520. Call 273-3143.
4782.
.
UCF area duplex, 2-bdrm. 2-bath, furn. or unfum.
Wrenwood, . beautiful, custom-built, spacious 2· Chris, 628-8444 or 831-8694.
bedroom, 2-bath, split plan. Screen porch, paddle
fans, sprinkter system, gas heat, security system, UCF Townhouses, 2: or 3-bdrm. townhousei
etc. $74,800. 678-6284.
5325 lmo. & security. Perfect for 3 students.
Across from UCF. 889-4678.
COMPUTER DISCS
5.25" discs for the Apple or TRS-80 computers.
Only $29.95 for a box of 10 or $2.99 for each. Call Goldenrod-Large room, light kitchen and
Rich at 678-0898.
laundry privileges, Female preferred,
References · 677-4407
iknr 500mm F8 reflex~s. Brand new. $3;5.'
Nikkor SO·lOOmm zoom F4.5. Best offer. 275·
I
2601, ask for Brian or Mike.
\

I

.

.

273-5610

UNIVERSITY VILLAS

Furnished & Unfurnished :$245 · $270
2 Pools, Tennis Courts
·

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

I

II Female (non-smoker and neat) to Shire ·2-bdrm. ll
apt. within walking distance to UCF. $135. 273- I

I 5311.

~ge
. OC
r @Jinic
..

f

I Room to ren~. Must be ne-;t. $100, all included.
I Call 282·2440 after 9:00 PM, Sat. & Sun•
I anytime.
I
I
---.
Grad. female student wanted to share furn. 2· L
I bdrm. 2-bth. condo. Washer and dryer, pool, ten- r
nis. 7 mi. from UCF. Non-smoker. $160 & Yz elect. J
I~all 277-6848..:._ - - - - - - - - - (

lost & found

I

1

I Found: beautiful black female puppy in Ucf· r~
I 'parking lot March 17. Part Lab. 282·5583. If r ~~
nobody owns this puppy she's free to go

I home.
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STUDENT _· GOVERNMENT
.

.

.

ELECTIONS
APril ,6 and 7
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

*VOTE ·*
In Front of. the Snackbar·

CANDIDATES .

Vice-President

President

1. Senator Dave KJs~r
2. Matt Weber
.
3. Vice Pres. Advisor Barton Weeks .

1. Joseph Bowen
2. Senator Mark GearY
3. ·A ttorney Gen.eral Pete M.o rlock
4. Vice President Tico Perez

.:.

.

.

· Panel Discussion

* Meet Your Candidates *

f

WUCF ·stereo 90 - · Airtime 2 p.m.
.

-

·April 1 - Vice President
April ,2 ~ President

